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Executive Summary

“…it’s the Wagner Group, this horrific group of
mercenaries. They look like Mad Max from the
Thunderdome.”
—Former NATO’s Supreme Allied Commander, Admiral James Stavridis (Ret.)1

Inside Ukraine, a secretive, barbaric mercenary army of Nazi-glorifying
Kremlin-backed militants stands at the tip of the spear of atrocities
committed by Russian forces against innocent Ukrainian men,
women, and children. This proxy force tied to the Russian Ministry
of Defense is known as the PMC Wagner Group. Its mercenaries are
directly implicated by western governments, the United Nations,
and international human rights monitors for committing the March
2022 massacre of hundreds of civilians in Bucha and in other savage
atrocities ordered by Russia’s military high command against Ukrainian
local officials and civilians who oppose Russia’s aggression in Ukraine.2
Immediately after Russia’s February invasion of Ukraine, members of the Group
were reportedly dispatched by Putin to assassinate Ukrainian leaders including
President Zelensky.3 Ukraine has placed two of its captured members on trial for
committing atrocities against civilians, and as reported recently [in the Jerusalem
Post on July 11] the Kremlin is freeing Russian convicts from prison if they will
join PMC Wagner forces in the Donbas area of Ukraine to rid the region of Ukraine
government sympathizers and supporters.4
The Wagner Group utilizes various social media platforms to recruit, organize, plot
operations, and advertise its so-called accomplishments. Major US mainstream
social media companies, including Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Instagram, and
TikTok circulate and amplify various multilingual Wagner Group-supportive social
media accounts. Additionally, the Wagner Group’s mercenaries rely on end-to-end
encryption messaging platforms, such as Telegram, Signal, and WhatsApp to shield
their communications from third parties.
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The Wagner Group’s reliance on mainstream social media platforms to recruit
more mercenaries and advertise their horrific war crimes is why the Coalition for
a Safer Web (CSW), commenced an in-depth social media-focused investigation of
the Wagner Group’s social media operations denying the Wagner Group of its social
media oxygen to disrupt its secret war against Ukrainian civilians.
The Report’s findings will be shared with social media platforms, the media, and
NATO officials to initiate a coordinated, effective campaign to purge the Wagner
Group’s presence from social media platforms and to support the Ukrainian
government’s efforts to degrade the Wagner Group’s threats to Ukraine.
Unfortunately, the Wagner Group’s growing roster of atrocities and war crimes in
Ukraine is nothing new to Ukrainians – and so much of it has rabid, antisemitic
overtones.
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History of the Wagner Group

Emerging in 2014 to support Russia’s invasion of Crimea, the Wagner Group (aka,
PMC Wagner) is a private military company that has close ties to Vladimir Putin and
the Kremlin. In fact, one of Putin’s closest oligarch allies -- Yevegny Prighozin –
boasted a few weeks ago he is the founder of Wagner.
The main base of the Wagner Group is in a town called Molkino, in Russia’s
Krasnodar district. What makes this facility highly unusual is that it is operated
jointly by the 10th Separate Special Purpose Brigade of Russia’s GRU (its military
intelligence agency) and the Wagner Group. The Group is estimated to have 1,000 to
5,000 mercenaries deployed inside Ukraine. In addition to the atrocities it has
committed in Ukraine, the Group has been identified by the UN as Russiandirected proxy forces responsible for committing atrocities in conflict zones,
including in sub-Saharan Africa (Central African Republic), Libya, and Venezuela.5
The Wagner Group is deployed by Russia to extend its influence across borders
without the profile and obtrusiveness of state military forces.6
The Group largely lives off the spoils of its atrocities in addition to the Kremlin
funding, including blood diamonds, gold, and other valuable assets it seizes during
its operations. This enables the Group to launder salary payments and bypass
global banking sanctions imposed on Russia.
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Support for PMC Wagner and
Putin Mercenaries on Social Media
Platforms

According to the British Broadcasting Company
(BBC), the Wagner Group’s social media
recruitment efforts are directed at veterans
with debt, passports, and criminal records.9

Tik Tok

In the early stages of the War in
Ukraine–between late February and
early March 2022, 24 videos were found
on Tik Tok (Figure 1) simply by searching
“PMC Wagner Ukraine” in the original
Russian (“ЧВК Вагнер Украина”).
Some videos accumulated hundreds of
thousands of views within that period.
Some videos posted during this period,
like Figure 2, use old images from The
Wagner Group’s involvement in North
Africa and campaigns in the Middle East,
where they were used as mercenaries
to carry out Russia’s geopolitical
agenda, without direct involvement
from the Russian government.7 The
video, although just 11 seconds long,
shows the text that roughly translates
to “Ukraine we are with you…Let’s do to
Donbas what we did for 8 years.” Posted
in March 2022, the video already
accumulated over 600,000 views and
38,300 likes by late September.

FIGURE 1: Discovered by CSW researchers on 4/7/2022
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Russia’s disinformation campaign against Ukrainian
civilians (as well as similar Russian campaigns on
social media) is well-documented.8 The “Ukraine we
are with you” header in Figure 2 appears to be another
example of that campaign.

FIGURE 2: Discovered by CSW researchers on 4/26/2022

The mention of “8 years” is a reference to The Wagner
Group’s time spent in recent campaigns in the
Middle East and North Africa, using quickly flashed
images similar to the screenshot of the Wagner
flag surrounded by an “ISIS HUNTERS” seal. Russian
disinformation has claimed that extremists and
terrorists reside in Ukraine, and this Wagner Group
TikTok aims to build a coalition of Ukrainians friendly
to Wagner Group’s mission to support the Russian
invasion and violently root out extremists. Rather than
North Africa and the Middle East, this video shifts the
target to Donbas, Ukraine.

Another popular TikTok
video (Figure 3), having
amassed over 73,000 views and over 3,800 likes by Fall
2022, is the video with the header “PMC Wagner”,
shown in the screenshot to the left. The 85-second-long
video begins with about 20 seconds of a monologue
from the blurred-face man, whose voice is pitched down
by audio production technology. He discusses how
some people can go on vacations to the Dominican
Republic, Thailand, or Bali, but “if you want to see the
world, do it on a grand scale”. The monologue paints
PMC Wagner as a tourist group rather than a mercenary
army. The video is a bit satirical in nature, as captions
translate to “Visit World Attractions”, “Learn New
Languages”, and “Relax”, while the final caption reminds
viewers why PMC Wagner members are paid: “BECAUSE
WAR AGAIN TOMORROW”.
Many clips push typical service-tourism themes:
greeting locals who appear to be in distress, hanging
out with friends, and visiting ancient sites. But other
violent images remain in the video: what appears to
be an explosion rattles a camera shot, while a man
stands alone firing a gun toward the sky next to a PMC
Wagner flag.
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YouTube

The same video was originally posted to YouTube in September of 2021, as seen in
Figure 4. By Fall 2022, more than 18,000 viewers watched the clip. While the clip
was posted before Russia invaded Ukraine, it appears pro-Wagner Group accounts
are repurposing the video on TikTok as a recruiting drive.

FIGURE 4: Discovered by CSW researchers on 8/24/2022
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FIGURE 5: Discovered by CSW researchers on 9/27/2022

Another video on YouTube (Figure 5), titled “I Want Ukraine to Die ‘’ in Russian, was
originally posted in March 2022. The video, which originated on TikTok (based on
the watermark in the bottom right corner of user @russia_moch, whose page is
shown in Figure 6) shows quick clips of soldiers lounging around and firing guns as
a skull emblem sits prominently in the center of the screen.
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FIGURE 6: Discovered by CSW researchers on 9/27/2022

Of course, softer propaganda videos like the “Work
and Travel” video aren’t the only PMC Wagner content
on Twitter. There are also some clips showing what
happens after their “tourism,” as stated in the
“Work and Travel” video– “WAR AGAIN”. Figure 7
shows a soldier firing a gun as the camera pans the
surrounding area, which appears to be residential. The
video’s caption reads “PMC Wagner in Ukraine” and
was uploaded on September 12, 2022 and variations
have continued to appear since.

FIGURE 7: Discovered by CSW on 9/12/2022
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FIGURE 8: Discovered by CSW researchers on 9/25/2022

There are other videos revealing the integration of PMC Wagner into the cultural
conscience of Russians. Figure 8 shows a nearly 50-minute-long YouTube video. The
video, posted by video game streamer Evmenes is titled “Wagner Group
walkthrough in Bolivia part 1”. The video game seems to be using PMC Wagner as
characters to encourage its recruitment objectives.
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Meta (Instagram and Facebook)
But video compilations aimed at softening PMC Wagner’s reputation on sites like
TikTok and YouTube aren’t the only forms of media posted in support of the Group.
There are many images posted on Instagram and accounts that support PMC Wagner
by highlighting its efforts to cleanse Ukraine of opponents of the “Russian Motherland.”
As of November, 2022, the Instagram account @devgru 6 (Figure 9) has four photos of
soldiers facing the camera; three posts show obfuscated faces.
Some other posts on @devgru 6 show weapons and ammunition, such as guns,
a post showing an explosive, and a box of bullets. Very few of the posts are
accompanied by captions, but the images speak for themselves, as some others
show the destruction of the war: a bombed-out car and a crushed tank seem to
be claimed victories of the Wagner Group. The bio attached to @devgru 6’s page
reads “Profile to support the Wagner Group, always ahead, let’s fan this war”.

FIGURE 9: Discovered by CSW researchers on 4/4/2022
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FIGURE 10: Discovered by CSW researchers on 9/1/2022

The page @pmc_wagner_z (Figure 9) presents itself as a “WORK&TRAVEL&FREELANCE”
page, as shown in their bio. The page is filled with war images and pro-Russian radical
far right memes. One video showing explosions and gunshots, is marked “sensitive
content”, but Instagram removed neither the video nor the account.
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A posting from Facebook10 is a post
from user “Irina Pugacheva Mork”
(Figure 11) showed what appears to be a
dead Ukrainian soldier with the caption
“one down”.
Other videos (Figures 12 and 13) posted
to Facebook with pro-Wagner Group/
pro-Russian views are sometimes
associated with the QAnon conspiracy,
suggesting sympathies between the
antisemitic American conspiracy
movement and the Russian war
machine. The linkage has antisemitic
intent to denigrate the leadership of
Ukraine.

FIGURES 12-13: Discovered by CSW researchers on 9/11/2022
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FIGURE 14: Discovered by CSW researchers on 9/22/2022

Facebook faces challenges under its existing content moderation policies to remove
what at first glance appears to be merely propaganda. In Mali, pro-Russian content
spread on Facebook months before a military takeover. Facebook declined to take
Russian propaganda pages down because they did not seem “inauthentic”.11
However, third-party fact- checkers labeled the same posts false and misleading.12
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Twitter

A Twitter account associating itself with PMC Wagner recently appeared, and by no
fault of their own, Dick’s Sporting Goods and Twitter’s new owner of all people -- Elon
Musk -- found themselves pulled into the Wagner Group web. Due to the activity of the
account and the inactivity of the platform, advertisements are appearing on the page,
and researchers discovered a Dick’s ad in September 2022 (Figure 14). Twitter
indiscriminately placed ads on pages, leading to unfortunate situations like these in
Figures 14 and 15 below. Brand contamination on Twitter poses a real and present
danger to digital advertisers since its current management’s content moderation
policies are in disarray and antisemitic incitement derived from Russian Wagner
Group bots proliferate as Putin’s war aims in Ukraine falter.

FIGURE 16: Discovered by CSW researchers on 9/4/2022
FIGURE 15: Discovered by CSW researchers on 9/4/2022
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As for Musk, the potential new owner of Twitter was the first account that @
PMCWagner_Group followed!!

FIGURE 17: Discovered by CSW researchers on 8/26/2022

There are no signs that Mr. Musk followed @PMCWagner_Group or supported any
of its posts.
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Merchandising of PMC Wagner on
Social Media

As the war continues, it appears Russians are commercializing their army and even
some of the paramilitary groups associated with the Putin regime. PMC Wagner is
no exception, as CSW researchers have found many PMC Wagner-themed items for
sale on Telegram and some on Instagram.

FIGURE 18: Discovered by CSW researchers on 9/27/2022

Telegram is an extremist safe haven. Lax rules and moderation allow for the
coordination and orchestration of violence.13 Multiple Telegram accounts sell PMC
Wagner merchandise, as shown in Figures 18 and 19. Wagner’s Telegram accounts
are also linked to other far-right, extremist mercenary brigades organized by
Russia, including the so-called neo-Nazi “Rusich” Brigade and so-called Russian
National Unity mercenary cells – each of which promote the extermination of
Jewish Ukrainian leaders. Figure 19A are antisemitic memes used by Wagner in
its clothing merchandising.
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CSW researchers also discovered Instagram accounts selling PMC Wagner and proRussian artwork (Figures 20 and 21).

FIGURE 19: Discovered by CSW researchers on 4/28/2022

FIGURE 20: Discovered by CSW researchers on 4/28/2022
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Figure 19A Discovered on Twitter by CSW reseachers on
11/1/2022
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FIGURE 21: Discovered by CSW researchers on 7/30/2022

FIGURE 22: Discovered by CSW researchers on 7/30/2022
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Conclusion & Recommendations

Even though Russian state media is supposed to be banned on YouTube, the Grid
Internet news site found that “Kremlin-controlled outlets continue to post content
to channels they control.”14 TikTok took a unique approach to Russia’s invasion of
Ukraine, essentially creating a second version of the platform for Russian users
devoid of outside videos.15 However, there do not appear to be rules around proRussian content. This has allowed pro-Wagner Group content to remain on the
platform.
While Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter have striven in recent years to target
Russian trolls and networks of Russian disinformation and misinformation
operations, they have not specifically targeted the social media operations of the
Wagner Group.17
As our report reveals, the challenge posed by the Wagner Group’s digital activities
is another instance where social media platforms could benefit by collaborating to
better share information to identify extremist organizations and their tactics which
are not only harmful to civilian populations but also violate the platforms’ own
content moderation policies.
We realize that there is a fine line between dangerous Wagner Group digital
extremist activities and outright Russian propaganda. Wagner and its supporters
operate across many multilingual accounts and platforms. While some of these
accounts merely serve as digital megaphones promoting false narratives about the
war, other Wagner Group accounts blatantly cross the line into extremist incitement
and violence. The Wagner Group’s reliance on these more sinister accounts to
recruit, organize, and execute savage attacks on Ukrainian civilians is comparable to
the Islamic State’s reliance on social media to engage in terrorist recruitment,
planning, incitement, and bravado.
Under pressure from various governments and social media watchdog groups,
social media platforms were successfully compelled to severely curtail and often
terminate the Islamic State’s various multi-lingual digital operations.
A similar content moderation campaign must be launched against the Wagner
Group’s digital freedom of maneuver because wherever the Wagner Group’s
mercenaries are operating, innocent Ukrainians are sure to be brutally victimized
by its members -- often resorting to virulent antisemitic inicitement.
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Because of our disclosures in this report, CSW plans to undertake the following
measures:
m

Provide copies of the report with accompanying digital data information to
the Ukrainian Government’s Ministry of Cyber Security, relevant officials in
the European Union, NATO, the United Nations, and the US government (White
House and Congress).

m

Share the report with US social media platform companies with specific
requests for them to direct their respective algorithms to identify multi-lingual
Wagner Group digital operations to permanently de-platform them.

m

Continue our monitoring of Wagner Group social media operations on Telegram
and other encrypted applications to disclose these accounts to relevant
authorities.

m

Utilize the report’s findings to press social media platforms to support the
formation of a new Social Media Standards Board which would allow the social
media platforms to identify complex organizations and ensure their pages come
down across the Internet, rather than coming down on one platform.

m

Create a cross-platform “digital fingerprints” sharing operation which would
proactively empower social media companies to block extremist content which
is already successfully in operation against child pornography; and

m

Undertake innovative initiatives we deem necessary and proper to sow division
and discord within Wagner Group digital operations.

Although some corporate members of the Big Tech community have undertaken
limited remedial action to combat mis and disinformation from Russia, Russianbacked Wagner Group incitement continues to contaminate popular social media sites.
More efforts must be undertaken to raise awareness among social media platforms
and their users that the fine line between Russian propaganda and extremist incitement
to achieve the Kremlin’s Ukraine war aims is evaporating by the day.
The ramifications of unbridled Wagner Group social media operations on Ukraine’s
citizens cannot be overstated. Forging a concerted campaign to help neutralize
Wagner’s digital warfare warrants urgent action to save as many innocent lives
as possible.
Some of the pages seen above have some down and others will come down. CSW
researchers continue to track Wagner Group-supportive materials coming up on the
platforms. Please contact CSW at eric@coalitionsw.org for an updated list of new
pages.
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About The Coalition for a Safer Web

The Coalition for a Safer Web, a cyber counter terrorism and
anti-extremism non-profit organization whose mission is to prevent
social media platforms from serving as pathways for extremists
and terrorists to plot, incite, and execute domestic and foreign acts
of violence. CSW currently advises Congress, the Department of
Homeland Security, the Department of Defense, and the National
Security Council on social media-based extremist incitement and
operational planning, as well as private industry and civil society
organizations. Visit us at coalitionsw.org.

